Safe and Sound resin bound

Safe and Sound Resin Bound gravel is a
beautifully decorative outdoor surface, ideal for
virtually any size area or installation due to its
incredible durability.
It is porous, supporting fast drainage and minimising injury through surface water, and anti-slip. Its
resilience to wear and damage make it an ideal alternative to tarmac or concrete.
The Resin Bound range is very versatile, as the aggregate is mixed with a resin and trowelled over a prepared
base, allowing for almost any shape to be created, even incorporating logos, making it perfect for schools,
businesses and local authorities.

KEY FEATURES
Porous/fast draining
Extremely durable
Excellent resilience to damage and wear
Very low maintenance

Can be applied in any shape
Huge variety of colours
Weatherproof
An ideal alternative to tarmac or concrete

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Just a few examples of the types of colours and blends available.

Safe and Sound resin bound

Realistic appearance
Safe and Sound Resin Bound surfacing is blended in a huge range of bright, bold colours and
more natural finishes including sand, gravel and basalt. We can create a realistic blend of authentic
tones that brings out the best in your facility. Ideal for public walkways, playgrounds, parks and
much more.

RESIN BOUND GRAVEL
BASE SPECIFICATIONS
Safe and Sound Resin Bound
surfacing consists of two layers: a
substrate of open-textured macadam
(ideally 50mm deep) and a top layer
of the Resin Bound gravel.
The surface should be edged with an
aluminium trim and an edging kerb.
Where new sub-base preparations are
required a minimum depth of 150mm
MOT type 1 crushed stone is required.

consistent quality
Safe and Sound uses only the best quality
materials from a known network of suppliers
to ensure consistent colouring, texture and
durability.
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For further information on the Safe and Sound
Resin Bound range, call us on

01296 614448
We’ll be more than happy to help.

